BEAUTY ON
LOCATION...
BRINGING
THE DAY SPA
EXPERIENCE
TO YOU

www.beautyonlocation.co.nz

ABOUT US Treating clients in desperate need of

relaxation due to the added stresses and pressure of
modern life, we realised the lengths these people went
to fit a little relaxation time into their day. We decided
why not create a unique service that brings the day spa
experience to you.
Using Skin Juice skin care, Wendy Hill Cosmetics
and expertise provided by our internationally qualified
therapists, we can guarantee you will be experiencing
the best results possible.
OPENING HOURS We are available in clinic and on

location 7 days a week from 9am to 7pm. (Appointments
outside these hours are available with a 20% surcharge.)
$70 minimum treatment for on location services.

RE’JUICE’ENATE FACIAL The perfect pick-me-up or

introductory facial for all skin types. Fruit and Milk acids
exfoliate dead skin cells to expose fresh and radiant
skin. 45 mins $89
WHOLE LOT OF LOVE A nurturing facial that will

delight the senses and promote a deep sense of
relaxation. We apply a combination of the following
professional only actives to target specific needs,
soothe, decongest, nourish, and detoxify.
60 mins $125
CREME DE LA CREME Instant visible results...

A professional only facial that locks in moisture and
plumps the appearance of dehydrated and ageing skin,
not only effective but incredibly relaxing with a decadent
massage on face, neck, decollate and hands or feet.
Pure bliss! 60 mins $135 90 mins $175

Specialised Facials
We have searched high and low to ensure we have
the very best skin care available so we can offer our
clients the most amazing facial treatments. The type
of treatment you leave feeling completely indulged and
rejuvenated and can’t wait to come back for more!
We are passionate about treating the skin and insist
on seeing results. Skin Juice products are made without
compromise and fulfil all our requirements, which are
luxury, purity and effectiveness, they are unique and
innovative formulations incomparable to anything else!
The best of the best!
NATURAL · ORGANIC · ACTIVE · FRESH

Add to your Facial treatment
BRIGHT EYES Hyaluronic eye patch mask, brightens,

plumps-up and instantly fills fine lines and wrinkles $19
JUICE C VITAMIN C SKIN SHOT This vitamin C

powder will help slow down the signs of ageing, boost
collagen, even skin tone and repair the skin from
environmental damage $12
COCONUT SCALP MASSAGE TREATMENT Soothe

and relax scalp and nourish dry hair with this shot of
super infuse moisture $9
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Specific Body Treatments
BEAUTY ON LOCATION BODY POLISH Discover the

secret to beautiful skin, your entire body is polished and
then massaged with relaxing effleurage movements
leaving your skin glowing in luxury and your spirit
refreshed. $149
SWEDISH REMEDIAL MASSAGE Relaxation massage

at its best! Using medium pressure our therapists relieve
stress and restore balance.
30 mins back massage $60
60 mins full body massage $110
90 mins full body and indulgent scalp massage $159
JBRONZE SPRAY TANS This is one of the best

renowned products of its type and ensures an all
over, even, natural looking tan, perfect for that special
occasion, upcoming trip or just as a pick me up. $55
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Manicures

Relaxation Treatments

MANICURE RITUAL This covers all the essentials.

SPA GODDESS Our most prestigious treatment

Shaping of nails, tidying of cuticles, buffing and
application of the beautiful Skin Juice hand cream and
your choice of Leighton Denny polish or buffing. $60
INDULGENCE MANICURE For a more indulgent

experience including all of the above as well as Skin
Juice indulgence exfoliation, a 10 minute relaxing hand
massage, and decadent warm paraffin mask. $85

Pedicures


PEDICURE RITUAL This pedicure will trim, tidy, and

treat those tootsies in no time at all! Including a relaxing
foot spa, trimming nails, treatment of cuticles, removal
of hard skin, and application of Skin Juice foot cream,
buff, and your choice of Leighton Denny polish. $69
I NDULGENCE PEDICURE Includes all of the above as
well as Skin Juice indulgence exfoliation, a 10 minute
relaxing foot massage, and decadent warm paraffin
mask. $95

 EEL TREATMENT This specialised treatment
H
has amazing results on thick calloused heels and is
absolutely pain and blade free. $60

package; indulgent, decadent and unforgettable.
We begin with an Indulgence Manicure and Pedicure,
followed by a Beauty on Location body polish, 60
minute relaxation massage for ultimate sedation. This
luxurious experience completes with a Creme de la
creme facial. Awaken a spa goddess. 2
 70 mins $590
YUMMY MUMMY Well deserved time out for all those

special mums. This package offers all you need to
relax, refresh and revive! Relax with a 30 minute back
massage, refresh with a Re’Juice’enate facial, and revive
with an indulgence Pedicure. (The perfect gift for all
new mums!) 120 mins $239
DIVINE INDULGENCE Blissful escape that leaves you

looking and feeling completely indulged. This package
includes a 45 minute Re’Juice’enate facial, 20 minute
back massage, and a shape & polish on fingers or toes.
75 mins $159

PAMPER ME PACKAGE Drift away for a while to a

place of relaxation and serenity this package includes
a 45 minute Re’Juice’enate facial and a 45 minute
relaxation massage. 90 mins $179

ADD TO ANY PEDICURE OR MANICURE...
SHELLAC $25
FRENCH POLISH $7
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Makeup
MAKEUP Have your makeup professionally applied

using the Wendy Hill collection. Consisting of a high
quality, professional range that is designed specifically
for style and photographic work and always performs
and lasts well. And the best part is that we come to you!
Evening or special occasion $85
Makeup lesson (great pressie idea for young women) $85
Bridal trial makeup $85
Bridal makeup (including consultation and trial) $170
Lash application $20
Flower girls that require sparkle (12 years and under) $25
We require a 50% deposit on all wedding or group bookings

TRAVEL TIME We happily travel to out of town

destinations as we realise the importance of being in a
relaxed environment whilst preparing for your big day.
Travel (return trip) Per 30 mins $50
If you require any recommendations for other wedding
related services, venues, photographers, hair stylists,
florists, celebrants etc... Please don’t hesitate to ask.
we would love to help!
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For Men
GROOM
Brow sculpting (includes trimming)
Underarm wax			
Full arm wax			
Lower leg wax			
Full leg wax			
Back or Chest			

$25
$35
$47
$42
$75
$45

SKIN JUICE MENS FACIAL
Energising and purifying, this Skin Juice facial treatment
is a true energy boost designed to meet men’s specific
needs. 60 mins $120
TOP TO TOE
This unique experience offers both maintenance
and relaxation. Your hands are cared for with the
utmost attention: nails are shaped, buffed and tidied;
you receive a nourishing cuticle and hand treatment
including a hand massage. You will then be treated to
an energising and purifying Skin Juice facial and a 30
minute back massage. 90 mins $199
ADD ONS

To compliment our men’s treatments we recommend
Specific body treatments		
Manicares & Pedicares		
Relaxation treatments		

P 06
P 07
P 08
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Maintenance on Location

Other Offers

WAXING We use two different types of wax to ensure
hygiene and comfort is of the highest level. All wax is
disposable and your therapist will wear gloves for
hygiene.

Enquire about our group options $50, $100 or
$150 per person. Conditions apply.

Upper lip 			
$15
Chin 		
		$15
Upper lip and chin 		
$25
Underarm 			
$25
Bikini Line 			
$29
Brazilian			
$50
Brazilian (after 6 weeks or first time) $65
Forearm 				$29
Full arm 				
$42
Lower half leg 			
$42
Top half leg (includes bikini line)
$55
Full leg (includes bikini line)		
$69
Toes and feet			
$10
TINTING AND BLEACHING
Eyebrow tint
Eyelash tint
Eyebrow shape
Eyelash and brow tint
Eyebrow tint and shape
Eyelash tint and brow shape
Eyelash and brow tint and shape

GIFTS Beauty on Location offers a unique service
which is the perfect gift. Gift vouchers and product
pamper packs are available. These are beautifully
packaged and can be delivered to you or presented to
the recipient by us personally. Phone us today to let us
prepare the gift that won’t be forgotten!
TRAVEL TIME We happily travel to out of town
destinations. Travel (return trip) Per 30 mins $50
A CREDIT CARD WILL RESERVE YOUR BOOKING. WE REQUIRE
24 HOURS NOTICE OF CANCELLATION. A 50% TREATMENT
FEE WILL BE CHARGED IF THIS IS NOT GIVEN. NO SHOWS
OR CANCELLATIONS WITHIN 5 HOURS WILL INCUR FULL
TREATMENT FEE.

$18
$25
$25
$37
$37
$42
$48
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BEAUTY ON LOCATION IS A MEMBER OF THE
ASSOCIATION OF BEAUTY THERAPISTS NZ

027 BODYSPA or 027 263 9772
refresh@beautyonlocation.co.nz
www.beautyonlocation.co.nz
@beautyonlocation
@beautyonlocationnz

WE ACCEPT CASH, EFTPOS, VISA, AND MASTERCARD.

